Peer Insights

Use factors to gain
competitor insights and
establish your advantage
Peer Insights™ creates transparency into a universe of competing funds.

Asset Managers
■■
■■
■■

Compare your funds directly to competing funds and the wider peer group,
and examine how your factor exposures differ.
Gain insights on competitors and discover clear differentiating features.
Identify any meaningful gaps in the peer group and drive product innovation.

Access data on
27,000+ funds*
Reveal competitor
factor exposures
Select and
Compare
individual funds

Instantly compare your fund to key competitiors and the overall peer group
Peer Style Skyline™
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Data is presented using easy to
interpret graphs, showcasing
how funds compare by factors,
sector and regional distributions,
risk and performance.
See historical trails of how fund
and peer group positioning has
changed over time.

* Access fund data including: 20,000+ funds from Morningstar, 7,000+ from eVestment, including data on over 1,200 ETFs.

Peer Insights

Analyse your competitors like never before. Select a desired fund and reveal the key factors behind a competing
investment process.

Once you choose your peer group and
begin to compare funds, Peer Insights™ will
also provide you with a clear view of any
peer fund’s top 10 / bottom 10 holdings
contributing to an individual factor, sector
or country distribution and risk exposure.

Examine portfolios using our Style Skyline and select from 100+ factors from the following style categories
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Global reach
EMEA
T: +44 20 7467 5500

Canada
T: +1 514 393 0101

USA
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Australia
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Japan
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